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Dudao TWS U9B Earbud (White)
Experience high-quality sound. The Dudao TWS U9B earbud allows you to conduct conversations freely and provides clear, natural audio.
The Bluetooth 5.0 connection ensures a reliable wireless connection, and the built-in touch panel allows for convenient control. Also, the
device is exceptionally light, weighing only 3g.
 
Bluetooth 5.0
No need to worry about signal issues disrupting your comfortable conversation. The U9B model uses modern Bluetooth 5.0 technology,
providing reliable, fast, and stable connectivity. Forget about lags, delays, and unexpected transmission interruptions!
 
Compact Design
The  U9B  earbud  is  incredibly  light  and  compact  -  you  won't  even  feel  it  in  your  ear.  It  offers  unparalleled  user  comfort,  even  during
extended calls. It weighs merely 3g, and its size is only 15mm. Also, enjoy the device’s convenient touch control.
 
Long Operating Time
Use the earbud as long as you need - don't worry that it will fail you too quickly. The device is equipped with a durable 40mAh battery,
providing up to 3 hours of operating time. Moreover, in standby mode, the U9B model lasts up to 180 hours! So, it can always be ready to
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serve you.
 
Manufacturer
Dudao
Model
U9B
Color
White
Bluetooth
5.0
Bluetooth Chip
ZhongKe 77D
Range
Up to 8 m
Operating Time
Approx. 3 h
Standby Time
Approx. 180 h
Battery Capacity
40 mAh
Material
ABS + PC
Weight
3 g
Size
15 mm
Languages
Chinese, English

Price:

Before: € 4.4034

Now: € 3.70

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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